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TEASER

FADE IN:

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

At the breakfast table, BRANDON digs into breakfast as CHRIS
tosses more bacon onto a plate and joins him.

Drew hangs back in the doorway, hesitating. He makes his way
to the table, offering a grin that hides a wince, and takes
a seat.

DREW (V.O.)
Family breakfast, it's actually a
thing now.

(sighs)
Inescapable holiday cheer.

VIV sweeps in, fashionable nightgown on and clutching her
coffee.

She eyes the congregated breakfasters. After brief
consideration, she joins them, snatching a piece of bacon
off Drew's plate with a laugh. Chris smiles into his coffee.

Drew's eyes flit from Viv to Chris. He sighs.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
The greatest show on Earth. Playing
to an audience of one.

Drew glances at Brandon, who looks blissfully happy, chatting
over the newspaper's sports section with Chris.

Drew catches Viv and Chris caught in a laugh together. He
blinks, almost not believing it.

CHRIS
(to Viv)

We're still on for dinner tonight,
right? I'm thinking pasta?

VIVIENNE
(all smiles)

Sounds perfect!

All Drew does is raise an eyebrow in surprise and disbelief.
The conversation continues around him.

He ducks his head, ignoring everything and everyone.
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INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - DREW'S ROOM - NIGHT

The gang together. Drew is lying on his bed. Brandon lounges
in a bean bag chair, while CHESS flits around Drew's room in
a good mood.

She pulls something out of a plastic bag - a giant box of
CONDOMS! She tosses it onto Drew's bed like a bomb.

DREW
Uhhhh... What's that?

CHESS
Preparation for tomorrow night. For
both of you.

Brandon's jaw slacks. He shoots a look at Drew, who looks to
Chess.

DREW
What?

CHESS
Gentlemen.

She clears her throat. Prepares. It's all very dramatic.

CHESS (CONT'D)
It's time for a very special, once-
in-a-lifetime event that we cannot
mess up: Brandon's big gay debut!

Brandon scrambles to his feet as Drew picks up the box of
condoms, looking it over.

BRANDON
I don't know what you mean by that
but I'm saying no.

DREW
Are we inducting him into gayness
with a public gang bang? Because I'm
in. I could use a good--

BRANDON
Fuck no.

Chess laughs.

CHESS
Boys. My little fairy bitches.

BRANDON
(mutters)

Call me a fairy again, I dare you.
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Drew just gives Chess a glare. She doesn't react.

CHESS
Brandon's been hiding in plain sight
as a straight guy. Now we show him
how fabulous life can be.

(grins)
And show everybody how fabulous he
can be!

DREW
I would pay to see that. I'm thinking
a sparkly tutu and a crown?

BRANDON
Shut up.

Brandon tries his trademark scowl, but he can't hold it, the
corners of his mouth curling into a small smile. Drew grins.

CHESS
The New Years Party is one of the
most important parties of the year,
and I'll be going head to head with
Alice.

(shrugs)
My RSVPs laugh hers out of the room
though, so I'm not worried.

Drew offers a small WHOOP, and Chess laughs.

CHESS (CONT'D)
As much as I love you though, Brandon,
Drew will work with you while my
focus stays where it belongs: on me.

Brandon raises an amused eyebrow in Drew's direction.

DREW (V.O.)
Because that'll end well.

(beat; sighs)
What the hell, it can't be that hard.

Confident, Drew raises a fist.

DREW (CONT'D)
To Brandon's Big Gay Debut!

(quick)
And me getting laid!

As Chess laughs and Brandon groans...

BLACK OUT.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

EXT. BELL HOUSE - NIGHT

Establishing shot of people streaming into Chess' house, in
the party mood.

EXT. BELL HOUSE - BACK DECK - NIGHT

Chess' back deck is swarming with partiers, everyone drinking
and having a good time.

JENSEN and JARED have a handsome guy backed into a corner,
passing him back and forth between them.

SHANNON and BEN are all over each other - Shannon drunk off
her ass, and Ben being the sober gentleman keeping her from
falling over various pieces of furniture.

PRESTON and CARMEN grope in a dark corner. His fingers slide
slowly up her miniskirt - and she GRABS his wrist, stopping
him.

Scowling, he turns and leaves the party, walking past Chess,
Drew and Brandon, stood together. Chess watches him leave
with a smirk.

CHESS
Good riddance.

DREW
Why invite him at all?

BRANDON
"He brings Carmen, who brings her
posse, which means every guy in the
school shows up. Domino effect."
Chess has said that like six times
this week, dude.

Drew just waves him off casually.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
I gotta say, Chess, you've got this
shit down to a science.

CHESS
And teachers think I'm just another
dumb party girl!

(kisses Drew's cheek)
Now boys, I have to make my rounds.

(MORE)
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CHESS (CONT'D)
Drew, be a dear and get Brandon some
action. If you don't find him someone,
I'll make you do him.

Chess sweeps away.

BRANDON
She wouldn't.

DREW
She would. Let's get you out there...

Drew notes the lack of attention from the party. Sighs.

DREW (CONT'D)
(yells)

Gay and single Brandon Pewter!

Brandon's eyes go wide as people respond, building a CROWD
around them. Drew grins.

DREW (CONT'D)
Just act natural. They'll love you.

Brandon fakes a smile as guys greet him with excited leers.

MALE VOICE (O.S.)
Out of my way!

The crowd parts to reveal ISAAC, gorgeous and in his element.
Drew winces.

DREW (V.O.)
Shit.

Isaac approaches Brandon, arms crossed but eyes smiling.

ISAAC
Baby gay Brandon Pewter. Been a while.

Drew looks between Isaac and Brandon, worried and nervous.
Perhaps a little bit turned on.

BRANDON
Isaac, hey.

(coughs)
About last semester-

ISAAC
First off, I've taken self-defense
classes. So if you go for a repeat
offense, you won't survive.

Brandon, surprised, cracks a genuine smile.
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BRANDON
Understood. I'm your bitch.

ISAAC
Only if you want to be.

Drew shrugs. Definitely turned on. Maybe a little jealous.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
Now that my PTSD's cleared up, maybe
we can even roleplay. Start the
healing process, you know?

Isaac gives him a wink. Brandon gulps, but it's clearly for
show - he's as amused as Isaac is.

BRANDON
Good to know.

Isaac glances at Drew. Considers him.

ISAAC
Drew.

DREW
Isaac.

With that, Isaac vanishes into the crowd. Brandon looks to
Drew, relief flashing over his face.

BRANDON
Now that we survived that...

DREW
...I think we can survive anything.

They share a grin.

Drew eyes where Isaac vanished into the crowd. His grin
falters for a moment.

Brandon turns and immediately BUMPS INTO a hot senior, MICAH!
He gets a friendly grin in return.

BRANDON
Woah, sorry dude.

MICAH
Don't sweat it. Brandon, right?

Slightly surprised, Brandon just nods.

MICAH (CONT'D)
I'm Micah. Welcome to the rainbow
club. Beer?
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BRANDON
Please.

He holds one out and Brandon takes it. Drew, happy, slaps
Brandon's back and slides away from him into the party.

He moves through the crowd, grinning to himself.

DREW (V.O.)
Mission accomplished.

He catches the eye of a HOT GUY and grins.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Almost.

As Drew approaches the guy...

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - NIGHT

Viv enters from outside.

VIVIENNE
Chris? I got your message. What's
going on?

Chris appears in the doorway with a smile. He's dressed nicely
and grinning like a fool.

CHRIS
Hey you.

VIVIENNE
Um, hi. What's going on?

CHRIS
Let me show you something.

He heads towards the kitchen. Viv follows, suspicious.

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

Chis enters and gestures to a FANCY DINNER on the table,
waiting for her. Candles, fine china, silverware... it's all
very romantic and grand.

CHRIS
I thought, since you've been so good
about the Brandon thing, you deserved
a nice surprise.

Viv steps forward.

VIVIENNE
This is...
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Her eyes narrow.

VIVIENNE (CONT'D)
No, this is not okay, Chris. What
the hell were you thinking?

Chris blinks.

CHRIS
Can't I cook a nice dinner for my
wife to say thank you?

VIVIENNE
We agreed on one small dinner, not
the Ritz in my own home!

(getting angrier)
Candles? Really?!

CHRIS
Mood lighting. We haven't had a nice
dinner since--

VIVIENNE
--For a reason, Chris. And for you
to ambush me like this--

CHRIS
Ambush you with a nice dinner? God
forbid I gave you diamonds, I'd be a
monster--

Viv steps right up to him and SLAPS him.

He stares at her, confused.

VIVIENNE
You think you can make a nice dinner,
get me drunk - we'll laugh, we'll
cry! - and then maybe I'll sleep
with you.

CHRIS
That's not--

Viv raises a hand, silencing him.

VIVIENNE
-- And once that happens, I'll
magically remember the man I married
and everything will be the way you
want it to be. Right?

Chris winces.
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CHRIS
Alright, fine. Maybe I wanted to
connect again but I guess you're
getting everything you need from "the
girls"?

(snarls)
How old's your new boy toy this time,
Viv - 18, 19?

VIVIENNE
You'd better chose the next few words
out of your mouth, because you're
walking a dangerous line.

CHRIS
What, you'll leave behind your teenage
son?

Viv squares up to him. Gets right in his face.

VIVIENNE
No, because we both know teenagers
get a choice who they stay with and
considering how Drew feels about
you? You'd never see him again.

Chris breathes hard, calming himself down. Closes his eyes.
Opens them. Now, controlled:

CHRIS
Have a nice night, Viv. Say hi to
the girls from me.

Viv smiles, but it doesn't reach her eyes.

VIVIENNE
Goodnight.

She grabs her purse and walks out of the house, leaving Chris
standing alone in the kitchen. He drops his face into his
palm. How did that just happen?

INT. BELL HOUSE - CHESS' ROOM - NIGHT

Drew STRADDLES the hot guy, making out. Hot and heavy. The
guy reaches over, fumbling at Drew's fly--

Drew's phone RINGS. Drew sighs and grabs his phone.

DREW
What?

CHESS
Didn't I assign you to Brandon duty?
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DREW
I left him with Shannon's big brother.
Her big, handsome brother.

CHESS
Well he didn't seal the deal. They
didn't even kiss!

Drew eyes the hot guy, who bites his lip and smirks
seductively.

Drew sighs.

DREW
Alright, I'm on it.

He hangs up and ZIPS up.

DREW (CONT'D)
Sorry. Next time.

Drew rushes out of the room.

INT. BELL HOUSE - HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Drew exits, pulling the door shut behind him. KNOCKS his
head against the door in frustration.

DREW (V.O.)
Let's make this fast.

Drew descends down the stairs back into the party...

EXT. BELL HOUSE - BACK DECK - NIGHT

Isaac sits with a HOT GIRL, all blond hair, tan and long
legs. She's a real stunner and she's basically draped all
over him.

As per usual, he's lapping up the attention. They kiss, his
hands snaking around her waist...

When his phone BUZZES loudly!

Their romantic moment is ruined in a moment. They LAUGH it
off and start to go again--

Another BUZZ.

ISAAC
(sighs)

I should check this.

He reaches into his pocket and pulls out his CELL PHONE to
see a text message lighting up the screen:
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DAD - "YOU BETTER NOT BE AT ANOTHER PARTY! GET YOUR ASS BACK
HOME NOW."

Isaac's face falls.

HOT GIRL
So how long until I get your attention
back, huh?

Snapped back to reality, Isaac looks from his phone to the
hot girl so very close to him. After a second, he THROWS his
phone down the yard!

ISAAC
I'm all yours.

Leaning in closer, gives her his trademark sultry smirk. It
doesn't quite reach his eyes anymore.

Their lips meet in a hungry, desperate KISS.

INT. BELL HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Drew makes his way through the partiers, finding Brandon
sitting on the couch staring at his phone.

DREW
Brandon. What the hell, man?

Brandon just hands Drew his phone.

A TWEET by OLIVIA MASTERS: "Ringing in the new year with my
best friend, @HeadBitchAlice. Let's get this party started!"

The colour drains from Drew's face.

DREW (CONT'D)
I didn't even know you used Twitter.

BRANDON
I follow one person.

DREW
And that's not creepy.

Brandon stands, and shifts into Drew's space. A glimpse of
the old, angry Brandon beneath the surface.

BRANDON
She's in town. I have one chance--

DREW
To what, beat her up? Throw a punch
at the girl who outed you?
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BRANDON
To ask her why.

Drew crosses his arms.

DREW
If you go to Alice's party, Chess
will disembowel both of us.

BRANDON
You said you were my wingman tonight.

DREW (V.O.)
Actually, Chess did. I'd rather be
upstairs getting some, but...

Brandon looks up at Drew, eyes earnest and pleading.

BRANDON
I need you.

Drew sighs.

INT. BELL HOUSE - KITCHEN - NIGHT

Chess is the belle of the ball at the centre of a crowd. A
fairly drunk STACEY hangs on her every word.

STACEY
OMG, Chess, your party is so, so
amah-zing.

CHESS
Thanks, Stacey. I'm "amah-zed" you
know the address.

STACEY
I know the ascension of a new queen
when I see one.

Stacey winks at her. And HICCUPS.

STACEY (CONT'D)
'Scuse me.

Stacey vanishes into the party. The group parts to reveal
KIAN approaches, friendly smile firmly in place.

CHESS
She couldn't even get her own brother
to go to her party?

(smirks)
Poor thing.
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KIAN
I'm just stopping by. I wanted to
see what you "going big" looked like.

Chess slips an arm around him and kisses him on the cheek.

CHESS
How was Switzerland, rich boy?

KIAN
Covered in snow and filled with
Daleys. I forgot, there's a reason I
don't vacation with my parents.

CHESS
Get any hot Swiss action?

KIAN
There may have been a skiing
instructor.

Chess grins. Gives his shoulder a proud squeeze.

CHESS
Get you!

She gestures at the party.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Impressed?

KIAN
Alice served capital-c Champagne and
still couldn't get more people than
you did. I am impressed.

CHESS
Well my dear, flattery will get you
everywhere, but I know it's not my
boudoir you want access to.

(quieter)
Drew's here somewhere, and he's in a
slutty mood, so you may be in luck.

KIAN
I'm actually here for you.

Chess jaw drops slightly. She's pleased.

KIAN (CONT'D)
I want to broker a peace treaty. End
the war before the new year.

The pleased look on her face is quickly replaced by something
almost resembling a smug expression.
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CHESS
Because you know she's doomed.

KIAN
Because crazy runs in my family and
Alice takes this shit seriously.

CHESS
Good. Because that will make it
sweeter when I take it all from her.

Kian raises an eyebrow, impressed. Perhaps a little worried.

KIAN
Alright. Message received.

CHESS
Besides, I can tell just from looking
at you - Alice didn't send you. You
just want to save yourself a headache
or two.

KIAN
Maybe. Maybe I'm just a pacifist.

CHESS
Pussy.

She FLIPS her hair and grins. Kian LAUGHS.

She sees something over Kian's shoulder - Drew and Brandon
vanishing out the front door!

She scowls.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Now if you'll excuse me, I have to
go kill my two best friends.

KIAN
What's wrong?

CHESS
They're running off to god knows
where in the middle of my party.

Kian blanches.

KIAN
I think I know where they're going.

Chess frowns. Realizes.
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INT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Viv lounges on the bed in negligee, a bottle of wine in hand.
She takes a swig.

VIVIENNE
I'm so glad you got my text. Were
you busy?

Out of the bathroom comes PRESTON, wrapped in a towel. He
smirks.

PRESTON
Lame party. Blew it off. Let's make
me forget about it.

Preston tosses the towel and crawls across the bed, sitting
in Viv's lap. He KISSES down her neck.

VIVIENNE
This is why I love younger men. No
feelings, no bullshit. Just fun.

As he starts to KISS further down her body, she can barely
raise her voice above a MOAN:

VIVIENNE (CONT'D)
Not like... other men, who are all
'feelings' and 'bank accounts' and
'responsible conversations'...

PRESTON
Babe?

Viv blinks.

VIVIENNE
Yeah?

Preston just grins and KISSES her, pressing her against the
headboard. He whispers in her ear:

PRESTON
When I'm done with you, you won't
even remember other men exist.

He ducks his head into her lap. She reaches out, wrapping
her hand around the bedpost.

Her grip TIGHTENS as she GASPS--

EXT. DALEY HOUSE - FRONT PORCH - NIGHT

Drew and Brandon approach the house. People mill about as
well, but less than at Chess'.
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DREW
Is it too late to say this is a bad
idea?

Brandon scowls and charges into the house, Drew following.

INT. DALEY HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Brandon and Drew enter the house. Brandon searches the room,
but sees no trace of her.

DREW
Brandon.

Drew indicates ALICE approaching, arms crossed.

ALICE
I knew I should have hired security.
With your track record, I'll need
it.

Stepping in front of Brandon, Drew looks her up and down.

DREW
Where'd you get that dress, Good
Will?

ALICE
Drew, everyone knows you're not that
type of gay. If they didn't, well,
those pants with that shirt?

(sneers)
Did Mommy Chess forget to dress you
tonight?

Brandon's hand curls into a fist.

Drew, worried, puts a hand on the other boy's arm. The fist
unfurls.

BRANDON
Let me guess. Olivia doesn't even
have Twitter.

ALICE
Bingo.

BRANDON
This was a ploy to draw me here.
Why?

ALICE
Because if I'd text you, would you
have come?
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Brandon stays silent.

ALICE (CONT'D)
Come up to my room. We need to talk.

Alice turns on a dime and vanishes into the party.

DREW
Brandon. Be cool.

BRANDON
As an iceberg.

DREW
Well don't try to take down the
Titanic. We're on her turf.

Brandon flashes Drew a winning grin and vanishes after her.
Drew sighs.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
We're doomed.

INT. DALEY HOUSE - ALICE'S ROOM - NIGHT

Alice leads Brandon into the bedroom, making sure to keep
her distance and then fixes her eyes on him.

ALICE
I have waited months to do this.

BRANDON
What, yell at me for cheating on you
with Drew? Because that's ancient
news at this point.

Alice slowly grins. Brandon's confused.

ALICE
I outed you.

It doesn't click right away. Brandon just blinks.

ALICE (CONT'D)
Oh sure, it came out of Olivia's
mouth but I was the one pulling the
strings.

BRANDON
But-- why? How?

ALICE
She owed me. Big.
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Brandon backs away. He scrambles for words, but all that
happens is he gets angrier. He grasps the corner of her
dresser to stabilise himself. He's SHAKING.

BRANDON
How could you--

ALICE
How could I? Really? You don't
understand what you did to me?

Brandon can't help but YELL:

BRANDON
You destroyed my ENTIRE LIFE because
I hurt YOUR FEELINGS?

Alice doesn't budge at his anger.

ALICE
You used me. Worse than any straight
guy. At least with them I knew it
was happening.

BRANDON
Boo fucking hoo, you deranged little--

ALICE
I loved you, you asshole!

A BEAT as both of their angers build.

ALICE (CONT'D)
For a year all I could think about
was making you happy and all I was...
I was just a tool to you!

BRANDON
My mother won't talk to me. I'll be
lucky if I ever see my brother again--

ALICE
The way I see it, I did you a favor.
After all, now you can in flirt with
Micah Littlewell in public, right?

Brandon blinks. Alice, cold as ice, moves inches from him.

ALICE (CONT'D)
I know everything. I will know every
step you take, anywhere in this town,
because I can. Because people want
me to know they value me.

And then, colder than ever:
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ALICE (CONT'D)
I don't need you because I have them.

(slow)
So have a nice life.

Brandon closes his eyes. Takes a breath.

BRANDON
You know what, Alice? The truth is,
you're fucked up. All you want is to
be loved, right?

He gives her a cruel smile. Teeth bared.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
Deep down, you and I both know the
truth.

(beat)
You don't deserve love. And nobody
will ever love you, you vicious little
psychopath.

He turns away from her, moving to exit. She's frozen, unable
to even speak.

He turns back at the door.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
Have a nice life.

Brandon leaves, SLAMMING the door behind him.

Alice stares after him, shocked. Her jaw sets and even though
her eyes WATER, she doesn't cry. She won't.

INT. DALEY HOUSE - HALLWAY

Brandon storms down the hallway. Comes across Kian's bedroom,
the door ajar.

He turns to a GUY. Makes eye contact.

BRANDON
Wanna fuck?

The guy nods. Brandon drags him inside and SHUTS the door
behind him.

BLACK OUT.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

INT. DALEY HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Chess and Kian enter. Chess looks around at the party, smiles.
The partygoers have expensive taste, but are far fewer than
those at Chess' party.

Chess eyes the expensive decorations and the chilled Champagne
on tables.

CHESS
She outspent me.

KIAN
Ten to one but who's counting?

They share a smile.

Chess sees Alice in the corner, sat with a glass of wine and
looking furious and sad.

CHESS
It looks like she knows she lost.
Guess I'd better be a gracious winner.

Kian eyes Alice, worried.

KIAN
Chess-

He touches her arm, but she brushes him off and approaches
Alice.

CHESS
Alice.

Alice looms up to see Chess, and scowls.

ALICE
Great. You're here.

CHESS
I stopped by to see the competition
and your party is excellent.

She makes a big show of looking around, taking in the fewer
guests but the pricier decor.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Really, this was a battle won at the
RSVP stage. I couldn't compete with
this.
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ALICE
Yeah, well, when I need pity
compliments from a jealous little
guttersnipe like you, I've fallen
pretty far.

Chess frowns. Alice stands, cool with rage.

ALICE (CONT'D)
Besides, you may have won the rabble,
but the elites? They're all here,
sipping Champagne and wondering
whether having a mother around might
have taught you some class or if you
were a lost cause from birth.

Chess steps back, stung.

ALICE (CONT'D)
I remember your mom, Chess. If she
were here, she look at you and think
you were just some shallow little
tramp. What a disappointment.

Chess gapes, as if struck. Alice gives her a poisonous smile
and disappears into the party, bottle of wine in hand.

Chess turns around to find Kian there, pained.

KIAN
I'm sorry-

CHESS
I'm fine. Just- Get out of my way,
Kian.

Chess rushes from the party, ducking her face into her arm.
Kian watches her vanish out the front door.

He scowls.

Moving to a FIRE DETECTOR, he slips a lighter from his jacket
and LIGHTS it, waving it under the alarm.

The alarm RINGS OUT, and SPRINKLERS douse the entire party!
Kian watches as the crowd, YELLING at the cold water, rush
out of the house!

He smiles.

EXT. DALEY HOUSE - FRONT PORCH

Chess stands on the street, watching shocked as the partygoers
empty out onto the street - entirely SOAKED.
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Rubbing her wet cheeks with a sleeve, she smiles.

INT. BAR - NIGHT

Chris drinks with MR. BELL, both a couple beers into the
night.

CHRIS
I just don't know what Viv wants
from me. I get closer, she yells at
me. I step back, she thinks I'm not
committed to her and Drew.

MR. BELL
Get closer, or "closer"?

A pause. Chris looks pained to even be thinking about it.

CHRIS
I can't help it. I've loved her since
I was sixteen. I can't turn that off
just because she has.

MR. BELL
Haven't you considered that she might
want to turn it on and can't?

Chris stares at his hands, chastened.

MR. BELL (CONT'D)
I know how Viv feels about Drew. And
about you, too. She'd kill to return
your feelings, I can tell. But she
doesn't.

CHRIS
I can't handle this. Living with
her, sleeping beside her and unable
to touch her. To make her feel good,
to give her what she needs.

Chris sighs.

CHRIS (CONT'D)
I'd like to at least be friends with
her. I've earned that. Right?

MR. BELL
Look, whether you were right or wrong
tonight, she needs some space. She
needs to process her anger before
the healing can begin.

Chris sighs. Nods.
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EXT. BELL HOUSE - DRIVEWAY - NIGHT

Drew sits on the driveway, waiting as Chess approaches. He
sees her red cheeks.

DREW
Chess, geez, are you alright?

CHESS
Don't worry, I'm fine.

DREW
Sure you are.

(tender)
Wanna walk? Stacey's taken the reins
at your party, so it's still going
strong.

CHESS
Sure, I'd like that.

He gets up and joins her, as they walk down the street.

DREW
Operation Brandon was a spectacular
failure--

CHESS
Forget Brandon for a second.

DREW
But you said--

CHESS
Sometimes my bark is worse that my
bite. You don't have to "do" him.

DREW
Good. Because that would be weird.

CHESS
We need to talk about you.

Drew pulls a face, not wanting to hear what's coming next.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Remember when you said you needed to
take some time for yourself?

DREW
Yeah, and I've kept to that! No
boyfriend or boy troubles.
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CHESS
You wanted to figure out what you
wanted and you haven't even been
thinking about it.

(shakes her head)
Instead you've been freaking out
about performance anxiety, bromancing
Brandon, doing literally anything
but taking a beat.

DREW
So that's what this is, then.

He laughs, a little pissed off. The serious look Chess gives
him though is enough to pull him back to reality until
finally:

DREW (CONT'D)
(sighs)

I guess it's easier to sleep around,
or fix Brandon's life, then think
about my life.

CHESS
What do you want, Drew?

A long pause.

DREW
I don't know. To be happy? To have
my parents stop fighting?

(quiet)
To know what I want?

Chess smiles at that.

CHESS
It's an open question then. But
eventually, you have to figure this
out or your whole "embrace me, love
me" thing was a waste of time.

DREW
I know.

The sound of FOOTSTEPS behind them, and the two turn around
To find Brandon racing after them, soaking wet!

BRANDON
Wait up!

The two break out into LAUGHTER at the sight of him.

DREW
What the hell happened to you?
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BRANDON
I got angry and I almost did it with
some douchebag who wanted me to
pretend I was his brother.

Drew can't help but ROAR with LAUGHTER!

CHESS
Fuck.

BRANDON
Then the sprinklers came on and I
realized what the fuck I was doing.

Drew can't even hold himself together. He turns away from
them both, hiding his face.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
Let's just say... I'm not ready. Not
yet.

CHESS
(nods)

Fair.

She throws an arm around their shoulders. Drew struggles to
recover, his eyes wet with tears of laughter.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Well, we've got a party to get back
to!

DREW
(quiet)

I probably would have done it.

Chess catches his eye. Grins.

INT. BELL HOUSE - HALLWAY - NIGHT

Drew drags the hot guy from before into a bedroom, a fire in
his eyes. The door shuts behind them, Brandon grins, and
heads down the stairs.

INT. BELL HOUSE - BACK DECK - NIGHT

Brandon exits the house, looking for Chess--

And finds her sitting with Kian, laughing her ass off.

CHESS
I can't believe you did that for me!
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KIAN
She deserved it. She's been a brat
since-

He stops. Brandon approaches. The connection is clear.

A tense moment. Chess eyes Kian, then Brandon.

Brandon's awkwardness cracks into a friendly smile.

BRANDON
Hey jockstrap. Room for one more?

KIAN
Sure.

Kian tosses him a beer as he sits down. The three sit,
completely relaxed together.

EXT. BELL HOUSE - FRONT - NIGHT

Across the street, Isaac watches the party. Arms crossed,
eyes sad. Full of regret.

He gets in his car and drives away.

INT. BELL HOUSE - BEDROOM - MORNING

Drew, in his underwear, passed out on a bed, alone. A light
KNOCKING stirs him awake.

He opens his eyes to find Mr. Bell gently smiling at him
from the doorway.

MR. BELL
At least you kept it to the guest
bedroom.

(nods)
Chess and Brandon are waiting for
you downstairs.

Mr. Bell disappears into the hall. Drew pulls on his pants
and slowly GRINS.

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - MORNING

Viv arrives home to find Chris sitting on the couch, waiting
for her.

She frowns, but he raises his hands.

CHRIS
I was out of line. I'm sorry. I mean
it.
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Viv, surprised, considers it.

VIVIENNE
I might have reacted a bit... much.

(sighs)
You meant well.

Chris smiles.

VIVIENNE (CONT'D)
Thanks.

She stumbles off to bed. Chris watches her go with a smile
and sad eyes.

EXT. STREET - MORNING

Drew, Chess and Brandon walk down the sidewalk, looking
ravaged by the previous night's party. Brandon sour with a
hangover, Drew on a post-sex high, and Chess walking like a
victor.

DREW
I'm saying it. Your best party yet.

CHESS
Better be. I spent my Christmas money
on the booze!

DREW
Well, it was awesome.

If its possible, Drew's face lights up even more.

DREW (CONT'D)
Happy new year! Happy 2014, world!

BRANDON
(smiles)

You're still drunk.

DREW
Yup.

Brandon chuckles, then winces.

BRANDON
Ow.

CHESS
Aren't you used to hangovers by now?

BRANDON
Ha.

(MORE)
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BRANDON (CONT'D)
(beat)

Thanks for having my back last night.
Both of you... I feel like things
are finally getting better.

DREW
Good. Great.

Still on a drunken high, Drew links arms with both of them
and gives Chess a KISS on the cheek.

DREW (CONT'D)
I think I know what it means.

CHESS
Pray tell.

DREW
Having fun! Not 'avoiding it' fun
but real, strings-free, "I fucking
love being young" style FUN.

BRANDON
That's the spirit.

Brandon and Chess share a look. Laugh. Look to Drew.

DREW
(yells)

Here's to 2014!

The three walk down the sunlit street, linked by a giggling
Drew in the middle, as we:

FADE TO BLACK.

END OF EPISODE
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